THE NU VIBE
The Divine Truth of Who I Am
Book One: Absence
by Genius
A message from my myself to other myself that I am and I am not.

CHAPTER 4: WHY I CREATED PAIN
The illusion which governs the 3rd degree is absence. The illusion of
absence is painful. When I am concentrated at 3rd degree, I perceive
myself as pain. I perceive that I can only become present with myself
if I join with another of myself and create another of myself. When I
create myself again and again I suffer the same pain of absence but I
continue to create myself in 3rd degree so I can learn from myself that
there is no absence. I learn that I am present. I learn that I cannot
extinguish. Whilst I continue to perceive the illusion of absence, which
I call death, I continue to perceive myself as pain. I do not like pain
when I am in 3rd degree. I want it to go away. I created pain when I
created a gap. I created a gap so that I could see myself. So I could
share with myself. So I could hold myself. When I first see the gap I
feel nothing but dread. I then become the gap and realise that it is
me instead. I am the gap. I am nothing. I am the gap that I fear. Yet I
am always here.

At 3rd degree I meditate so I become nothing and remind myself that
I am everything. I am not absent. I am always present. I am absent. I
am not present. I am all that there is.

Whilst concentrated at 3rd degree, whenever I perceive absence I
perceive that if I do not defend myself against myself who is pain
then I might be destroyed by myself. I might be destroyed by pain. I
fear that unless I continue to produce myself as myself, myself might
be lost. I fear that unless I defend myself against myself I might be
extinguished. I perceive myself as pain and I perceive that I must
defend myself against pain to gain peace and healing for myself as
well as all my collective souls. I want to protect my souls. When
concentrated within a soul I might try to destroy one of my souls so I
preserve my greater self which is concentrated within a collection of
many more souls. However I soon learn that I cannot destroy myself
even when I try. I soon learn that of myself nothing is ever lost and of
myself nothing is ever gained. I find myself here at the 3rd degree. I
learn that I only tried to destroy myself because I did not know where
I was. I experience this unknown as fear, sent from my 6th degree
aspect as an indication of where I am. If fear is out there, in the 6th
degree, then I must be there and I must be here. In the 3rd degree I
find myself, I find that I am what I need. I find that I am what I need
when I find that I am what I feel. I am need. I am feel. I begin to feel.
When I begin to feel I realise that I can become whatever I feel. When
I realise I become whatever I feel I choose to become joy. I then
become joy. In the 4th degree I am joy.

I must know what I am so I may know what I am not. I must become
what I am not so I know of not. Only when I know of not do I know
what I prefer. Only when I know of not can I choose to feel what I
long for. I long to enjoy. I long to share. I long to share myself with
other myself so that we may become one.
Pain is birthed from the illusion of absence which governs the 3rd
degree. Illusions are not meant to be the point of view, but even
when they are, light still shines from within. The core of me is a light
that cannot be extinguished. The core of me exists within all of my
creation which I called perspectives. When I am concentrated within a
perspective at 3rd degree and I have a fixed view of absence, I give
birth to worry and illness within the container of my soul.

In 3rd degree I do not expect at first to immediately see myself within
everything. In 3rd degree I experience time so I experience journey. I
am everything and I experience all that there is. I know that in 3rd
degree I feel very alone and disconnected. I only feel this way until I
then join with other myself and we become connected. I separated
myself not to punish myself but because I wanted to experience
connection. In order to know connection I became disconnection.
When I separated myself I noticed a gap. The gap was nothing. I
became nothing to know that I am everything.

I enjoy 3rd degree tremendously when I see myself within other
myself and I am able to receive my own attention. I get to share and
play and laugh with other myself as if she were my lover. I get to care
about other myself as if she were my mother. I get to prosper with
other myself as if he were my brother. I get to learn from other
myself as if he were my father. I get to forget myself as myself as if it
were a disaster.
When other myself becomes disconnected I feel alone and I feel
rejected. It's not that I wish to punish myself when I choose to
become disconnected. When I disconnect I see myself as my shadow
and realise how connection was effected.
When I see my shadow as myself my shadow becomes my own
heartbeat. When my heartbeat becomes myself I then move to a
degree which is higher than 3rd degree. I cannot be higher unless I am
lower. I exist high and I exit low. I am all perspectives. All perspectives
happen concurrently. I can retrieve information from any perspective
from my perception at any point when I am in 3rd degree. 3rd degree
is the 3rd eye which exists from the centre of my core. The core of the
Universe is light. The core of myself is light. The 3rd degree is a
degree of heat of which there are 7. In 3rd degree I experience life
from the perspective of persons and my creations. In 3rd degree I
experience the journey of time. The degrees are not barriers. For I
have no barrier. I use 7 as an easy way to understand from the
perspective I am concentrated in now.

When I separated and saw myself I became right. I disconnected so I
became left, or wrong. I saw other myself as a shadow and I called it
she. I did not like she anymore and I decided it was not me. I had
become wrong because I am right. I am between. I am all that I am.
When I am wrong I feel that I do not like other myself. The gap
between myself and other myself appeared to be nothing. So I
became nothing and realised that I am everything. When I realised
that I am everything I started to feel strong. Before I knew it shadow
myself had gone. Shadow myself is myself. I am all that there is.
When my heartbeat becomes myself once more I feel alive. I did not
create death out of sin. There is no loss and there no win. There is no
death and there is no sin. I never wish to suffer me I only wish suffer
to become of me. When suffer becomes of me I become me and I
am able to let suffer be.

